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ABSTRACT

One of the.factors effecting students' learning in science is

their existing knowledge prioVto instruction. The students' prior

knowledge providis an indication of the alternative conceptions as well

as the scientific conceptions 'possessed by the students. This study is

concerned !primarily with the Students' alternative conceptions and with

instructional strategies .to effect the learning' of scientificconcep-

tions i.e. to effect conceptual change from alternative to scientific

conceptions; The conceptual change 'model used here suggests conditions.

under Which alternative conceptions can be replaced by, or differentiated

.

into scientific conceptions and new conceptions can be integrated with

-existing conceptions.

The first part of the study was considered in a preceding paper

which outlined the development and application of instructional

strategies to effect conceptual change, and evaluated the effect of

these strategies in comparison with traditional strategies and materials.

The content of instruction included mass, volume, density, relative

density and the particulate nature of matter. The results Showed a

significantly larger improvement in acquisition of scie ific concep-

1.

tions as a result of the strategies whic explicitly addressed
.

.

alternative conceptions. f

In this paper both control and experimental strategies are

analyzed in terms of the conceptual change model. This analysis pro-

vides an explanation of the significant differences between the

outcomes of the" two strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

1

A preceding paper by ode. of us (M.G. Hewson-,1981) reported

on the first part of a study.4 the`V12! which the' knowledge held'

1

by students prior to instruction plays in causing student' diffi-

'culty learning science.

The objectives of the studyiRerd:

A

1. To develop a strategy of-instruction based on students' prior

knowledge and on the theoretical princigtes of conceptual change.
.

'The content_of instruction was density and it.6Cludedthababic

scientific, concepts of mass, volume, density and relative density.

2. To -apply the strategy of instruction to a specific.grclup of

students whose prior knowledge concerning these cdncepts had been .

previously identified.

3. To evaluate the effectiveness of the experimental strategy

compared with a traditional strategy used as a control;.:

4. To analyse both experimental and control strafegiei terms

of the conceptual'change,model developed by F.1. lie*son,(1980) and

, .

Posner, et al. (in press) in order to.account for the differences

obtained.
f,

The preceding paper deals with the firSt.,three objectives,

while this paper considers t e last of these objectives,

In the next sectiothe essent ialaspects of the c'onceptual.

change model, are summarized. ThereaftRr Voth'control'and experimental

strategies are analysed in 'terms of the model; the analysis providing

an explanation of the significant differences between the outcomes 'of

4 '

the two strategies. Finally the results are summarizidand their itor.

plications for science educatieware discussed.
c

OA MODEL OF 'CONCEPTUAL CHANGE

Conceptual change in an individual could happen,kn.i 'number. of.

different ways. There could be the addition of new conceptions through

A

.1
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further experience, through personal development by the individual

concerned, through interaction with other people, etc'. There could b

the differentiation and clarification of existing conceptions, triggered

either externally by some novel idea, some new experience, or internally

as the result of some process of thought. There could be reorganization

of existing conceptions, similarly triggered. There could be the rejeipion

of some existing conception perhaps as a result of a conceptual differen-.

tiatibn, perhaps because of a conceptual reorganization, .perhaps because

of'displement by some new conceptions. Obviously, these ways are nPt -°

independent, with one giving rise to another in complex patterns.'Never-

theless they are all aspects of the same theme - the relationships between

conceptions. Since the issues are seen perhaps most clearly in dealing

with new ideas, we shall take the additions of new conceptions as our

starting point and discuss differentiation, reorganization and rejection

as they arise.

Consider,, therefore, atperson whose existing conceptions include

one particular conception C which might, for example, be a theory about

a particular set of natural phenoMena. This person is then faced with

a conception C' which might be an alternative theory about the same set

of phenomena. The following questions are then of interest: What

could happen to C'? Whatare the conditions which determine what will

happen to C'? Row 'do these conditions change,, thereby influenting'what

happens to C'?

Firstly, what could happen to the new conception C'? It could be:

rejected (either'outright or until further investigation,'

suggests otherwise); or

- incorporated in three possible ways. It would

- be rotely memorized i.e. it would nobe reconciled with

existing conceptions;



r-

- revive C and be reconciled with the remaining conceptions-

by the process of conceztual exchange (CB);

- be reconciled with existing conceptions, including C; by

the process of conceptual'capture (CC).

/

Both concepttial capture and conceptual exchange depend on

reconciliation between conceptions. 'This is the process whereby a ,

person, makes sense of a new conception and gives it meaning by seeing

it in the Context of his or her present knowledge and understanding.
.

Reconciling two or more conceptions implies that there are Significant

inferenti4 links between them, that they do not contradict one another,

that they are parts of the same integrated set of ideas, thatthere is

consistency between them. Thus rote memorization places no demands on

the, relationship between'conceptions, whereas 'Nth conceptual capture

and conceptual exchange do. I

Sedondly, what conditions determine what will happen to C'?

Three questions must btasked of each conception:

.o - is it intelligible (I)? Does the person know what it means?

Can he or she construct a coherent representation of. it and

see that it is internally consistent, without necessarily

believigg_that it is true?

- is it initially plausible al)? In addition to being intelligible,

is it also 'true? 'Is it reconcilable wipfi other existing concep-
.

tions? 'Is it how the world really is?

is it fruitful CV)? Ip addition to §eing plausible, is'it

"useful? Does it clear up anomalous results? Does it suggest

further experiments, new approaches? i.e. Does it have

explanatory and predictive power?

The answers to these three questions can be summarized thus: a conception
.. 41

can have

- no. status (not intelligible, plausible or fruitful)

.6
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status I (intelligible, but not plausible or fruitful)
4

- status Ip (intelligible and, plausible, but not fruitful)

status ..1RF .(intelligible, plalisible and fruitful)
4

For simplicity the model assumes that all existing conceptions not

under threat have tatus IP or IPF. Further if two conceptions are

reconcilabXe, both have a status of let least m or neither do; and

if two conceptions are irreconcilable, only one can have a status

of at least
41,

Once status for the new conception 'ct, and any existing con- : '

it
ceptions, C, which relate to the same topic,' has been ddtermined, it

. .

. .is. .

s possible to say what will happen to CI . The. various possibilities
.

are summarized in Zigure 1. In actual practice it is easier to see

what happens to C' first, and then infer what status each conception has.

In planning instruction to achieve specified-outcomes, however, it

necessary to consider Status directly rather than inferentially. .

e

/ (Figure I about "here)

____Thirdihow does the status dt,a conception change? Statuf

e .

does not change 4pOntanepusly 7 it is only lowerect.if 'there is cgu e

4' N.
for dissatisfaCtion; it only risds if sources of dissatisfaction a

removed, if some advantage is gained. 'Dissatisfaction With an
s.

.

.
" existlig conception C can occur a

4 .

if a .reanalysis of experience. shows that' is noOxinger

L
- necessary;

e

- if C is seen to be irreconcilable ,with new knowledge C',
ee.

which cannot be ignored, C' constitutes an, anomaly

. . . .
4 (if a can be-ignored, then there- is no dissatisfaction

...
. . ,

. . , .

with C); .. 4 A.
,. . .

.4 oi/19'.
e fa

.

.

`.%
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." if C,is, seen tp violate some epistemologil standard,.
.

such as appearing inelegant, clumsy,'Aindulycomplicated, .,

,
.

.

..ad hoc, etc.
,

, ..

AlteinativelYdissatisfactibn with a new eoncAption C' can occur

r'if C' is-seen tobe irreconcilable Withfirmly held '

'existing conceptions.C, i.e. C' is.countefiniuitive: and

Can thu's he :ignored; , . A

it" the' implications of C'' are seen to be tthacceptable;
.

*if the experimental or lOgical baaii,for eppearitobe

doubtful, 4, .

0

- .

Clearly if C and C' are seen an irreconcilable, the relative strengths

of commitment to thet will dearmine whether C lore's satui,' leading

to Conceptual exchange with,C', or whether C retains its status and".
r-

prevents C.' from gaining status,. thereby leading to its rejection.
.

Finally, rises'instatus can only occur when the conditions, for'.

intelligibility, plausibility and fruitfulnealare satisfied. '

t' 9 4 .. '. .

The sameconsideritioniwhich determitg the relatiohship
.

. ..- _ .1.-....: . . .

r, ,between new and existing conceptinnkapply to thbse between tWO'or more. ,i,

existing.conceptions: It is clear from. the. preceding discussion that .

, . .. .

ti
. ,

these felatic;hihipa are hot fixed when conceptions are indoivorated,

''''. .:Vit'are i luene6i by. new knowledge. We might expect that initially

\ 1
* *

&odCepti

eXISVI.re

ns are relatively illdefined and loosely "connected with
A ,

even to the extent that there is confusiolbetweentawledge,

.

'similar 'conceptions,
4" k

`utanars.'The'irigorp

confision of which the person holding them is

oration of some'neAconception could thpn'help to

-identify the confusion, leading to a reconsideration Of the twoobncep
Afr:

,

Lions and their relationship, and as a result t their further
-

differentiation. Alternativify' the effect of new knowledge on two or mare

8 ,
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clearly resolyed conceptions could be a reconsideration of their

interrelationships, leading perhaps to a large'scale conceptual

ilsreorganization. vi either event, however, conceptions, theii

relationships and the extent of their reconciliation need to be

considered in just the same terms discussed above.

There is some ambiguity inherent in the ideas of clOceptual

exchange and conceptual differentiation. On the one hand it is most

unlikely that there would be no overlap whatsoever between two con-

ceptions which are exchanged. For example, a change from a belief

chat im is absolute to one that time iselativ'e to the observer

can properly be termed a conceptual exchange even though time is

involved in both. On the other hand, when a conception is differen-

tiated one cannot say that nothihg is exchanged. Thus when the
. .

cohception "density is denseness" is differentiated into "density is

mass per unit volhme" and "denseness (of trees) is number (of trees}

bier unit measure (area)", it could also have been regarfted as being

exchanged for "density is closely related to denseness". Despite this

ambiguity, however, there is value inmaintaining the ewo,separate .

,.4( .

terms because they locus on different aspects of a conceptual change.
I

Thus conceptual exchange focusses on that which changes and conceptual

differentiation on,that which is carried through.

ANALYSIS OF CONTROL STRATEGIES

The detailed analysis of the strategies involved in the instructional

materials will focus on just one of the four units, since this will, be

sufficient to exemplify the. essential diffefences between control and

experimental strategies.,

Figure 2 outlines the essential elements.of-the control materials

fox unit 4 ,on density. Anyone oho jest all familiar with the topic will

recognize the logic inherent in the sequencing of the unit! each new stage

9



is built on the foundation of the stages preceding it, and all' stages

togetheT form an appropriately integrated whole. The teaching moves

(Figure I about here)

at each stage were designed with the express intention of integrating

new material with old, and as presented there are.no problems about

reconciling different parts of the content with each other. For

example, given that it has been determined experimentally that the ratio

of mass to volume for different sized chunks of the sane material remaps

constant, it islogically consistent to define this ratio to be the

density of-the material. The generalization that the density of ani

chunk of the Seale material remains constant' independent of its particular

size and shape, follows inductively.

In terms of the conceptual change Model, each teaching move was

intended to produce conceptual capture of the new material through its

reconciliation with the material whiCh had preceded it. It is obvious

that provided'a student is able to for4 an appropriate representation

of the new conception, e.g. 111edefinition of density as the ra0.o of

mass to volume,.he or she would find it intelligible. Fbr conceptual

capture to occur, however, the student has also to find it.plausible,

that is reconcillble with other conceptions which are held. If one

can assume that the only other con eptions relevant to the topic which

are held, are just those which preceded i in the tAching sequence,
,

then the new conception could indeed be plausible. e evidence pre-

sented in Part I, however, shots 'that thi assumption is simply no t valid;

students hold alternative concept ions of density prior to.instruction

and they also held conceptions of mass and volume significantly different

to those aimed for in the teaching materials. For examilie, a conception,

- of "density is denseness" was prevaleit, and this is irreconcilable with

a conception of "density is the ratio.of mass to volume". Thus for dny

10
4
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student holing this alternative conception prior to instruction,

-the scientific conception of density could not be plausible, and it
*

could ndt be incorporated by means of conceptual capture.4

In other words-the conceptual change model provides an,

explanation for the relative lack of success of the control.materials

in assisting students who hold alternative conceptions of mass,

volume and density to.thange to the appropriate scientific conceptions.

ANALYSIS or EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGIES

The essential elements of the experimental materials for the..

same topic - density - are shown in Figure 3. All elements. of the 1

control materials are inCluded and identified as such, making it easy

to identify the differences between the two sets of,materials. The ;

(Figure 3 about here)

differences in this 'and other units predominantly fall into two

categories. Firstly, the identified alternative conceptions" are

explicitly considered., Secondly, the concepts developed and.the

conclusions reached are directly related back to the bridging concept

(the central question behind each of the units) which provided the

context in which all' investigations were pursued.
%

In terms of the conceptual change model, ngpraer for each

conception to be incorporated meaningfully into existing conceptions,

it has to be seen as intelligible and plausible. If in addition it

is also fruitful there is a mete poWerful reason for its incorporation.

As we saw above, the teaching moves common to boa/ sets of materials

are sufficient to ensure that the new conception is intelligible. These

moves, however, do not on their own ensure plausibility in the event

that irreconcilable alternatives are already present. In this case-3a

prevalent alternative conception equated density with denseness or crdiad-

edness, a viewwhich leads directly to one in which the packing of the
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particles of different materials determines density.. The problem

,

arises because for the person holding thein these conceptions are

..

plausible.- they do, after all, contain a grain' of truth - and they
. -

.,

areies they stand,.irreconcilable With the conceptions presented in

the unit. Before the new conceptions can be incorporated meaningfully,
* e

then, the status
*

of the existing conceptions-has pp-be reduced from

,

. 0 to just I. Thissunit contains two related eiamplei of teaching moves

designed to reduce status. Firstly the conception "density equals

deAseness"
iis

differentiated into the different but closely'related

cone s of density and denseness. Secondly the isi0e. of. the packing

of particles is shown to-refer to denseness rather than density; and

thus in order to 'think about density one needs to consider the mass of
.

...$ .- .

the particles as well as the way in which they arepacked. The original
., i

conception has been exchanged for two others. (Inithis second case,

there are strong elements of conceptUal differentiation occurring, but

the importance of the breaking of the link between density andthe

packing of particles on its own justifies it being identified as con-
.

ceptual exchange). Thu.s the'end result ofthese teaching moves,

successful, would be the reduction in status of the alternative concep-'

tions which prevented

as plausi li,.thereby
4.%,

conceptual capture.

the scientific concept of density krom being seen

by m eans ofopening the way tar its incorporat

The secondtdifference between control and experimental strategies

is the use of a cognitive bridge: thkwas, in this case, the central r

question which set tht context for all four units. The, purpo'se,of

in terms of the conceptual change model is clearly to show the fruitful-

ness of the new conceptions. A problem had ben set: how can I determine

whether any given object 'will float or sink in wager? leading to the more
, \....

. t

.

fundamental questions - what 'determines whether. an ,gbjec't will float or

sink? Once the concept of density was seen to be plausible, it was a
r.

1^



small step to show that it could explain why a steel ball sank

and a wooden block floated and could predict' whether any object would

float orsink without having to test Lt. In other words, the concept

'

was not only intelligible and plausible, but also fruitful, and thus

'very likely to be.incOrporatedmeaningfully.

SUMMARY.AND,DtSCUSSION

In summary0'the conceptual change model can explain why the

experimental materials were more likely-to lead to pupils learning

science than the control materials:: the latter provided all that was
.

needed to make new pmceptions intelligible, but did nothing about the

obstacles imposed by alternative conception's. The former, however,

addressed these obstacles directly, thus allowing the.new conceptioqs

.

to become plausible, an essential prerequisitkfor conceptual capture.

In addition they also showed the fruitfUlness Of the new conceptions,

r
thereby increasing the motivation for incorporating them.

The, claim. made in this paper is thai the significant_differences
, 1

4
between the experimental and control groups' performantee are due to the

...

di fferent itrategies. employed. One may, ask whetherthe additional

. . N

teaching movqs did not require significantly laiger amounts of time,

'particularly in the light of Carroll'i (1963). contention that time is
A .

a significant variable in'learning..-tn this'case, hOwever, we are
". e

. .

inclined to disregard its effect. Firstly, the concepts of'mass, volume
(

and density had been tanhk,to both groups on two previous occasions.

-Secondly there was a time difference of one hour between the control

.

'group (5 hours) and the ekperimental group (6 hoursi.. Taken over the,

total amount of teaching time spent on these topics, the extra time

was probably somewhat less than 10%. tt seems,unlikely that this of

itself could lead to the significant differences reported.

A second question to consider is the quality of the control

materials. In other words were the reported differences, onlysignificant

because of a poor base line? In this regard three points need to be

13



made. First, density is very widely regarded as a difficult.concept

to teach at this level. It has, in fact, been suggested' that abstract

concepts (of which density is a prime example) should be left.until

much later. (See,Ilor example, Chiapetta .1976). So poor student

performance on density is not exclusive to this control group. Secondly,

the control materials were prepared by,the Science Education Project (SEP}

which was able to draw on the experience of American and British curricu-

lum developers. The SEP materials require active student involvement

in experimentatiou and discussion. Evaluation of these materials has

shown significant improvement in student examination results compared

with those from non-SEP schools Mogan 1980) so there is good reason to
4

'believe that the control materials were comparable with the best that.

are available;

Finally, there was substantial overlap between the experimental

and control materials. Thus .any unidentified weaknesses would have-
.

. . affected both groups. equally. In the light of theie three pointi,

J

therefore, it seems very unlikely that the reported differences are

merelYan artefact of the particular set'af control materials used.
r'

Many generations of students through the years, like students
- .

reported in this,,,study$ have found'denslity, and 'indeed many other.

scientific concepts, difficult to learn. InAhuishell,.the view has

bAen that science is logical, fldthus the teaching of fr 4ience should

tallow the logical sequence. Many students have successfully followed
.

such a path and those who haven't have probably failed because of their

inability to think logically. But since scienceds considered to be,

are-

difficult one should not expect everyone, to cope anyway. If, 'however,

the results and their explanations reported in this paper have any

generalizability to other topics and other'sfudents (and here, very

clearly, a great deal of work needs to be done), then they suggest

1.4
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an alternative view of the difficulties involited in the learning and

teaching ofscience. Thus we would like to argue thit-because students

have experienced and thought about the world, they do come to class

with ideas, often i11-formed, hazy and inappropriate, but ideas'

nevertheless. These are what students use to understand their world,

i.e. to make it plausible. When the accepted scientific view is

presented it is to tbe4 same ideas that it must be reconciled if it.

is to be accepted. If no reconciliation is effected; either by

appropriate teaching or by-the student's individual efforts, then it

is small wonder that science is progressively viewed-as abstruse,

-difficult, incomprehensible and finally and most dangerously,

irrational. The research reported in this paper suggests one way

out of the impasse.

15
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FigUr$ 1: A Model of Conceptual Change. Possibilities of what could
happen to i Conception,..C!,.'being considered as a function'
of conception status. .e.g. If C his status IP and C' is
irreconcilable with C, then C' can have status no higher
thanl and it would be rejected. Alternatively if C has
status IP and C' can be reconciled with C, then C' could
have status IP in which case it might be rejected but would
.probably undergo conceptual capture or it could have status
IPF in which case it would undergo conceptual capture. For
simplicity rote memorization has not be included.

N

Figure : Representation of teaching moves and conceptions involved in
the control instruction on the topic of DENSITY and RELATIVE
DENSITY

Figure : Representation of teaching moves and scientific and alternative
conceptions involved in the experimental and control instruction,
on the topic of DENSITY and RELATIVE DENSITY

RI
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existing IP
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air

R

IP

irrecon. recon:

C'E

IPF

irrecon. recon.

CE.
.

......L.

CC (or ,R )` cc

CC (or R ) CC'

Conceptual ,change possibilities:
. .

R - rejection of C'
CE - conceptual exchange of C' for ,C

CC - conceptual capture of C'
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EQUAL VOLUMES OF
DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES
HAVE DIFFERENT MASS

I

(DISCUSS)

CONSTANT FOR SAME MATERIAL]
RATIO MASS/VOLUME IS

I

(DISCUSS)

FALL'MATTER14_, MASS
HAS DENSITY (DISCUSS) VOLUME

=DENSITY
(DISCUSS) MASS AND VOLUM;

II ALL MATTER HAS

,7#
101.

7

I'

(EXPERIMENT')

I

(EXPERIMENT)

-

'RELATIVE DENSITY

I

(DISCUSS) 1UNIT 'VOLUME'

I = integration, E = exchanie

T.= differentiation

-Or
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WHAT CbUSES OBJECTS TO FLOAT OR SUNK?
LS IT DENSITY?

both mass and
vplume 6f. object

affect floating
and sinking,

rpacking of particles

4of different materialsi
II is the 'density'

density
denseness

crowdedness

prior knowledge

intended knowledge

E
D.

(discuss) (discuss)
(demonstrate
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density of objects explains
floating and sinking

UPPER CASE: Emelkim4.ntal and control instl:uctionde
lower caset:E*pgriivatal instruction only
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I integration E = exchange
D = differentiation

Identified prior knowledge
lies above the line
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